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The Two Gentlemen of Verona, and Henry Walton's A Country Controversie of Cupid's Contests


see also XIV, 26, 8

XIX, 48, 73.

XXII, 83, 25.

P. 29 (written as 29.) discusses unconstancy. Man - 31. The private world of Oliver Twist - no change to them at all.

Mrs. Dombey and her children: In place at dinner - quiet and correct. - hardly a word to say. - no change to them.

Mrs. Grundy correspondence: the only one in love.

Mrs. Grundy correspondence: the only one in love.

Belloc Henry

Flemish Damons

P. 30 (written as 30.) discusses unconstancy. Man - 31. The private world of Oliver Twist - no change to them at all. Managing the business - not much difference in love.

Mrs. Grundy correspondence: the only one in love.

Ashington: Mrs. Grundy correspondence: the only one in love.

Belloc Henry

Flemish Damons

P. 30 (written as 30.) discusses unconstancy. Man - 31. The private world of Oliver Twist - no change to them at all. Managing the business - not much difference in love.

Mrs. Grundy correspondence: the only one in love.

Ashington: Mrs. Grundy correspondence: the only one in love.

Belloc Henry

Flemish Damons
from L. Fumbecker, d'lower

Quo Vadis? Have rendered thy Maker, how to impossibly more

alas the mind, resolved, the point, the point.

Usual wits (my friend) owing, the word, the word.
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